Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is the most complicated and morbid of healthcare-acquired infections. The crude mortality of patients with VAP ranges from 30 to 50% [1–3]. Calculation of the attributable mortality is a challenge since VAP tends to afflict the sickest and most vulnerable of hospitalized patients, but it is estimated to be between 5 and 25% [4–7]. VAP prolongs the duration of mechanical ventilation, increases lengths of stay in the intensive care unit (ICU) and extends hospitalizations [8,9]. Treatment of suspected and confirmed VAP is estimated to account for approximately 50% of antibiotic dispensing in ICUs [10–12]. These factors make VAP a potent driver of morbidity, cost and the cultivation of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Given the weight of morbidity associated with VAP, clinicians, policy makers, patient advocates and legislators have targeted VAP for elimination. High-profile organizations such as the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, the National Quality Forum, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the Joint Commission and many state legislatures variously advocate specific VAP prevention measures, rigorous hospital surveillance and, in some states, mandatory reporting of VAP rates.

Hospitals galvanized to address VAP, however, are confronted by an increasing set of options to prevent VAP ranging from probiotics to hand hygiene. Many organizations promote the adoption of ‘ventilator bundles’, which include an array of measures that target VAP. The most famous bundle, that of the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, includes elevating the head of the bed, thromboembolism prophylaxis, stress ulcer prophylaxis, daily sedative interruption and daily assessment of patients’ readiness to wean from mechanical ventilation. Some institutions, however, take issue with specific components of the bundle (stress ulcer prophylaxis, for example, is associated with an increased risk of hospital-acquired pneumonia and Clostridium difficile infections [13,14]), add additional components (such as frequent oral care with chlorhexidine) or embrace complementary interventions such as selective oral or digestive decontamination, continuous aspiration of subglottic secretions or silver-coated endotracheal tubes [15–21].

Rational selection of interventions for a VAP prevention program requires an appreciation of the clinical complexity of VAP. One cannot simply take the risk reductions reported in clinical trials and assume that implementation of these measures will lead to a clinical benefit for patients. Many if not most patients labeled with VAP do not have a diagnosis of pneumonia on biopsy [22]. Additionally, reported VAP rates are exquisitely dependent upon the mode of diagnosis [23]. The relative risk reductions reported in trials are thereby limited by imperfections in the VAP definition, which make it possible to substantially decrease apparent VAP rates without necessarily impacting clinically meaningful disease.
Difficulty in the interpretation of VAP rates is a consequence of the poor sensitivity and specificity of clinical signs used to diagnose the disease [22]. VAP is typically suspected if patients manifest some combination of the following cardinal signs: new or progressive infiltrates on portable chest radiographs, fever, abnormal white blood cell count and purulent sputum. These findings are all very nonspecific in critically ill, ventilated patients. Some patients come to the ICU with underlying pulmonary disease such as pulmonary contusion, interstitial lung disease, pulmonary vasculitis, sarcoidosis or cancer that in and of themselves might generate pulmonary infiltrates, fever and abnormal white blood cell counts [24]. Intubation compounds the uncertainty by interfering with the body’s clearance of normal, constitutive pulmonary secretions – leading to frequent variation in the quantity and quality of sputum suctioned from the endotracheal tube [25]. Ventilated patients are then at risk of a panoply of complications that alone or in combination can perfectly mimic the clinical picture of VAP. These include acute respiratory distress syndrome, pulmonary embolism, barotrauma, atelectasis, pulmonary edema and pneumonitis [24,26]. Sometimes, two or more conditions, such as pulmonary edema and central line-associated bloodstream infection, might combine to mimic the clinical picture of VAP. Autopsy series of patients clinically suspected of having VAP affirm that only approximately half truly have pneumonia [27–30].

Unfortunately, addition of microbiological criteria does not significantly enhance accuracy. Quantitative culture of bronchoalveolar lavage fluid is only approximately 50–75% sensitive and 50–90% specific [31–35]. Protected specimen brush cultures likewise only have a sensitivity of 30–60% and a specificity of 50–90% [31–36]. Not surprisingly, reported VAP rates depend heavily upon diagnostic technique. Researchers who use a purely clinical definition are apt to report VAP rates five-times higher than those who require positive quantitative bronchoalveolar lavage in addition to clinical signs [23].

In theory, these sources of inaccuracy should not alter the internal validity of clinical trials so long as the same diagnostic criteria are used for the intervention and control arms. In practice, however, there is circularity between the diagnostic criteria for VAP and the targets of most intervention measures that make it possible to show significant decreases in VAP rates in the intervention arm relative to the control arm that do not necessarily reflect reductions in clinically impactful disease [37].

For example, many VAP prevention measures target bacterial colonizers of the oropharynx and endotracheal tube on the reasonable rationale that they are critical antecedents on the pathway to VAP. There is an inherent risk that intervention measures directed against colonizers (oral antimicrobials, antiseptics and silver-coated endotracheal tubes) will disproportionately reduce false-positive VAP misdiagnoses relative to clinically morbid invasive infections by decreasing contamination of diagnostic specimens. These interventions might show apparent decreases in VAP rates that better reflect a decrease in colonization and lack of specificity of the VAP definition than clinically meaningful benefits for patients. Aspiration of subglottic secretions and elevation of the head of bed may also be subject to circularity between intervention target and diagnostic criteria since these interventions are designed to decrease the patient’s volume of secretions at the head of the respiratory tract, an important source of ‘purulent’-looking secretions and contamination of microbiological specimens.

These sources of inaccuracy make interpretation of reported impacts on VAP rates very difficult [38]. They make it impossible to meaningfully assess the validity of reported risk reductions or to compare risk reductions from trial to trial, and from intervention to intervention. Instead, VAP prevention measures should be assessed by their impact on patient outcomes. Reasonable outcomes to assess include duration of mechanical ventilation, ICU and hospital length-of-stay, mortality, and antibiotic use. Assessing outcomes rather than VAP rates make assessment more reliable (by obviating the unreliability of VAP rates) and more meaningful (by replacing a proxy measure with a direct measure of patient prognoses).

Professional societies from North America and Europe have published extensive guidelines on the diagnosis, management and prevention of VAP [39–41]. These guidelines are important sources of summary information on VAP and provide essential guidance on the design of comprehensive infection prevention programs. The guidelines emphasize the importance of conducting active VAP surveillance, encouraging fastidious hand hygiene, avoiding intubation whenever possible, minimizing the duration of mechanical ventilation and the frequency of ventilator circuit changes, and providing staff with ongoing education about VAP. The guidelines then review specific VAP prevention measures but tend to accept reported reductions in VAP rates at face value despite their many inaccuracies and variable correlation with patient outcomes. This article will therefore focus on reviewing a selection of the most frequently cited VAP prevention measures with particular regard to their impact upon patient outcomes (summarized in Table 1). The measures to be assessed will include elevation of the head of the bed, endotracheal tubes with subglottic secretion aspiration ports, silver-coated endotracheal tubes, oral antiseptics and antibiotics, ventilator weaning protocols and ventilator care bundles.

**Elevation of the head of the bed**

Elevation of the head of the bed is hypothesized to decrease the frequency of gastroesophageal reflux, aspiration and hence pneumonia [42]. In a multivariate analysis of a prospective cohort of 277 ventilated patients, supine positioning during the first 24 h of intubation was independently associated with developing VAP (odds ratio [OR]: 2.9; 95% CI: 1.3–6.8) and increased mortality (OR: 3.1; 95% CI: 1.2–7.8) [43]. These associations have not been consistently borne out in intervention-controlled trials, however, this is possibly because there are very few rigorous studies of this intervention. Drakulovic et al. randomized 86 patients to semi-recumbent positioning at 45° versus fully supine at 0° elevation of the head of the bed [44]. They found a statistically significant reduction in...
both clinical and microbiological diagnoses of VAP but no difference in duration of mechanical ventilation, ICU length of stay or mortality. The trial was, however, underpowered to assess these outcomes, therefore their findings do not preclude an effect. There was a strong association in this trial between supine positioning, enteral nutrition and VAP; 14 of 28 supine patients on enteral nutrition developed VAP versus only two of 22 semi-recumbent patients (adjusted OR: 5.7; 95% CI: 1.5–22.8).

Researchers in The Netherlands attempted to replicate the findings of this study in a larger, multicenter evaluation that included 221 patients from three hospitals [45]. Patients were randomized to 45° elevation of the backrest versus 10° rather than 0° given the very high rate of VAP in completely supine patients on enteral nutrition. There was no difference in VAP rates, duration of ventilation, intensive care length of stay or mortality between the semi-recumbent patients versus the supine patients. Notably, however, the study protocol included continuous measurement of the backrest angle of elevation. Despite employing a research nurse who assessed and corrected patients’ bed position 2–3 times per day, the average backrest elevation in the intervention arm of the trial was only 22.6° versus 16.1° in the control arm. This small difference in elevation may explain the negative findings in this trial but it also highlights the practical challenge in continuously maintaining backrest elevation above 30°.

Endotracheal tubes with subglottic secretion aspiration ports

Endotracheal tubes disrupt normal clearance of constitutively produced pulmonary secretions. This can lead to pooling of secretions above the endotracheal cuff in the lower trachea. These rapidly become colonized by pathogenic bacteria and fungi [46,47]. Researchers hypothesize that leakage of contaminated secretions around the cuff is an important cause of VAP [48]. Specialized endotracheal tubes equipped with a suction port immediately above the cuff are thought to mitigate the risk of aspiration around the cuff by permitting intermittent or continuous aspiration of subglottic secretions pooling above the cuff [49].

Endotracheal tubes with subglottic suction ports have been assessed in at least eight randomized trials with mixed results [50–57]. Of the five trials written in English that report on patients’ outcomes, three found that aspiration of subglottic secretions reduced VAP rates while two did not. None of the studies, however, showed any impact upon duration of mechanical ventilation, intensive care length of stay, hospital length of stay or mortality.

One trial assessed the impact of subglottic secretion drainage tubes on antibiotic usage. Bouza et al. found patients randomized to continuous aspiration of subglottic secretions were prescribed almost 30% fewer defined daily doses of antibiotics despite no difference in measured VAP rates, days of mechanical ventilation or duration of intensive care stay [54]. This curious mismatch between antibiotic prescribing and patients’ outcomes may hint at the phenomenon described earlier: prevention measures that target bacterial colonization and pulmonary secretions may preferentially decrease false-positive diagnoses of VAP in intervention arms relative to control arms without necessarily impacting the frequency of invasive, morbid disease. Patients with continuous aspiration of subglottic secretions may have been prescribed fewer antibiotics owing to lower volume and variability in their pulmonary secretions, but the identical outcomes for intervention and control patients in these trials argue against clinically meaningful differences between these populations.

A meta-analysis of subglottic secretion drainage trials published in 2005 suggested an impact upon ventilator days and ICU days. This result was achieved, however, by excluding the largest (and arguably most rigorous) study [52], and by analyzing

Table 1. Selected ventilator-associated pneumonia prevention measures and their impact on patients’ outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>VAP rates</th>
<th>Ventilator days</th>
<th>Intensive care days</th>
<th>Hospital days</th>
<th>Mortality</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elevation of the head of the bed</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>[44,45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous aspiration of subglottic secretions</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>[49,55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver-coated endotracheal tubes</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral care with chlorhexidine</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>No impact</td>
<td>[64–74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective oral and digestive decontamination</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Probable decrease</td>
<td>[78–80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily assessment of readiness to wean</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Possible decrease</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily interruption of sedation</td>
<td>Possible decrease</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Decrease</td>
<td>Possible decrease</td>
<td>[83,84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilator bundles</td>
<td>Unknown†</td>
<td>Unknown†</td>
<td>Unknown†</td>
<td>Unknown†</td>
<td>Unknown†</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†All extant trials of ventilator bundles use historical controls; no randomized controlled trials to date. NA: Not applicable; VAP: Ventilator-associated pneumonia.
the results per-protocol rather than by intention-to-treat [58]. When the meta-analysis was run including all available studies and all enrolled patients on an intention-to-treat basis, there was no discernable impact on patient outcomes.

The contradictory results between the per-protocol versus intention-to-treat analyses and the different impacts on VAP rates reported by different trials may be due to differences in enrollment strategies amongst trials. The three trials that found a significant impact on VAP rates all had strict inclusion criteria: only patients expected to be on mechanical ventilation for greater than 1 day [52] or greater than 3 days [51,53] were enrolled, whereas the negative trials enrolled consecutive patients [52,54]. Limiting the trials to patients ventilated for longer periods and therefore at greater risk for VAP increased their power but limits their generalizability to routine clinical practice where the majority of intubated patients require less than 48 h of mechanical ventilation.

Prospectively identifying the subset of patients who will require prolonged ventilation is very challenging. Indeed, despite attempting only to enroll patients expected to require extended mechanical ventilation, 20–30% of enrolled patients were extubated in less than 3 days [51,53]. These patients were excluded from the trials analyzed per-protocol. Doing so decreased the denominator of patients at risk for VAP and again increased the studies’ power but further reduced generalizability. These trials’ difficulty in prospectively identifying patients likely to need prolonged ventilation underscores the operational difficulty in identifying patients in advance who are most likely to benefit from VAP prevention measures. Practical considerations compel most intensivists to apply VAP prevention measures to all patients. Therefore, assessment of the impact of prevention measures should consider their impact for all patients and not just the limited subset ultimately found to have required prolonged ventilation.

In summary, there may be a small subset of patients ventilated for intermediate lengths of time who benefit from endotracheal tubes equipped with subglottic aspiration ports but prospectively identifying these patients is elusive. Overall, there is negligible benefit for unselected populations of intubated patients.

**Silver-coated endotracheal tubes**

Silver coating is designed to decrease microbial colonization of endotracheal tubes and thereby decrease the likelihood of pulmonary inoculation if and when patients aspirate secretions around the endotracheal tube cuff. The impact of silver coating of endotracheal tubes has been evaluated in a large, multicenter trial with 2003 participants [59]. As with the studies of continuous aspiration of subglottic secretions, these investigators also tried to only enroll patients expected to require greater than 24 h of mechanical ventilation. Despite screening 9417 patients to enroll 2003 individuals, more than 20% of participants were extubated in less than 24 h. This again highlights the difficulty of prospectively selecting patients for focused prevention measures.

Patients in this trial underwent bronchoalveolar lavage if physicians clinically suspected VAP, or if patients had radiographic infiltrates and typical signs of VAP. VAP was defined as a bronchoalveolar lavage culture with 10⁴ CFU/ml or more. The investigators reported a 34% decrease in the relative risk of VAP (p = 0.03). However, the VAP counts included patients with bronchoalveolar lavages that grew organisms not typically considered to be pulmonary pathogens, such as yeast, enterococcus, coagulase-negative Staphylococcus and normal flora. Excluding these nonpathogens from the analysis eliminated the observed difference in VAP rates between silver-coated and conventional endotracheal tubes (p = 0.08) [60].

As with continuous aspiration of subglottic secretion studies, silver coating appeared to preferentially decrease the prevalence of clinically benign events (such as colonization with nonpathogens). When the investigators considered the study population as a whole without regard to treatment assignment, those with VAP were ventilated for significantly more days and had longer intensive care and hospital lengths of stay. Yet when the investigators compared these outcomes for patients randomized to silver-coated versus conventional tubes, the median durations of intubation, intensive care length of stay and hospital length of stay were identical. This paradox of an apparent decrease in VAP rates yet identical outcomes (despite the apparently deleterious consequences of a diagnosis of VAP) suggests that silver-coated tubes preferentially decrease colonization rather than invasive infections.

**Oral antiseptics & antibiotics**

Oral antiseptics and antibiotics are intended to prevent VAP by decreasing bacterial contamination of the lungs when patients microaspirate oral secretions around the cuff of the endotracheal tube. Researchers have assessed a range of strategies that target the oral and gastrointestinal bacterial reservoirs. These include oral antiseptic or antibiotic washes to the mouth alone, antibiotics administered to mouth and stomach for oral decontamination, and antibiotics administered by mouth, stomach and intravenous for digestive decontamination. There is also a small body of literature assessing aerosolized antibiotics administered to the respiratory tract [61].

The major antiseptics that have been assessed in randomized controlled trials that include data on patient outcomes are providone–iodine, iseganan and chlorhexidine. Providone–iodine and iseganan have only been evaluated in one trial each. The providone–iodine trial showed a decrease in VAP rates but no impact on patient outcomes [62]. The trial of iseganan showed no impact on either VAP rates or patient outcomes [63]. Chlorhexidine at varying concentrations, however, has been evaluated in more than 11 trials. Impacts on VAP rates have been variable: three reported decreases [64–66] while the other eight did not [67–74]. One trial reported a decrease in antibiotic usage for patients treated with chlorhexidine [67]. Impacts on other outcomes, however, have been more uniformly disappointing. One trial did report a decrease in mortality [67] and one reported a decrease in duration of hospitalization [66], but these findings were not borne out by the other nine studies. A meta-analysis including the six trials published through 2007 suggested a net 44% decrease in VAP rates but no decreases in patients’ ventilator days, hospital days or mortality [75].
The limited success of chlorhexidine may be due to a number of factors. Subgroup analysis of chlorhexidine trials suggest that it has less activity against Gram-negatives compared with Gram-positives [70,74]. This may be due to a differential effect of the antiseptic or it may suggest an unaddressed reservoir of bacteria in the stomach and GI tract where Gram-negatives predominate. Some also speculate that patients require mechanical brushing of their teeth to dislodge bacteria rather than surface application of liquid antiseptic alone. Studies attest to frequent genetic homology between bacterial isolates from the dental plaque and lungs of patients with VAP [76] but clinicians have thus far been reluctant to assess an aggressive brushing regimen, perhaps for fear that it will promote bacterial translocation and bacteremia [64,74].

European trialists have taken the lead in assessing antibiotic-based regimens designed to suppress gastric and intestinal flora in addition to oral colonizers. Strategies that include both parenteral and enteral antibiotics are known as selective digestive decontamination whereas those with enteral antibiotics alone are known as selective oral decontamination. These regimens are called selective because they are designed to preferentially target fungi and aerobic bacteria in the digestive system while sparing anaerobes. They usually consist of nonabsorbable oral antibiotics (e.g., colistin, polymyxin, tobramycin and/or amphotericin) and intravenous agents (e.g., cefotaxime or ciprofloxacin). Some have also proposed the use of probiotics to favorably alter intestinal flora [77].

There have been many trials of decontamination regimens over the past 20 years. Van Nieuwenhoven and colleagues thoughtfully analyzed this literature approximately 10 years ago and demonstrated an inverse relationship between methodological quality and impact upon VAP rates [78]. Nonetheless, a meta-analysis of more than 30 such trials published in 2007 found a statistically significant decrease in the incidence of VAP, bacteremia and mortality [79].

The nuanced but positive findings of these analyses are mirrored by the most rigorous decontamination trial to date, a cluster randomized trial involving 13 ICUs and almost 6000 patients in The Netherlands [80]. Participating units were assigned to a random sequence of 6-month periods of standard care, selective oral decontamination and selective digestive decontamination. Selective oral decontamination consisted of topical tobramycin, colistin and amphotericin B to the oropharynx and stomach for 4 days. Selective digestive decontamination entailed the same oral and gastric formula along with 4 days of intravenous cefotaxime. There was no difference between the treatment arms in crude mortality rates or time to cessation of mechanical ventilation, intensive care discharge or hospital discharge. However, at the end of the trial the investigators noted that patients enrolled during oral and digestive decontamination periods were significantly older and had higher Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) scores compared with those enrolled during standard care periods. Adjusting for this enrollment bias lowered the relative mortality of decontamination patients compared with standard care patients. The 28-day adjusted odds of mortality was 0.86 (95% CI: 0.74–0.99) for patients assigned to selective oral decontamination, and 0.83 (95% CI: 0.72–0.97) for those assigned to selective digestive decontamination. Additionally, clinicians prescribed fewer antibiotics overall during decontamination periods relative to standard care periods, despite the large amount of antimicrobials dispensed for decontamination itself.

Notwithstanding the laudable mortality benefit suggested by this trial, North American clinicians have been reluctant to adopt antibiotic-based decontamination regimens. Enthusiasm for the Dutch trial has been tempered by the failure of randomization (requiring multivariate analysis to detect a significant impact on mortality with consequent concern that residual undetected confounders might still be present) and ongoing concerns that decontamination antimicrobial regimens might promote antibiotic resistance and C. difficile infections. Surveillance cultures from The Netherlands during decontamination periods had very low rates of antibiotic resistance, with fewer than 5% of isolates resistant to aminoglycosides, ciprofloxacin or ceftazidime [80]. A follow-up study did show a rebound in the prevalence of antibiotic resistant flora after the trial to approximately 10–15% of isolates, but this was similar to rates of resistance prior to decontamination periods [81].

North American clinicians continue to wonder about the applicability of this trial to their hospitals, however, where the baseline rates of antibiotic resistance are much higher compared with The Netherlands, this remains an unresolved question. Many clinicians have embraced chlorhexidine-based oral regimens for the interim despite the paucity of data showing an impact upon outcomes.

Ventilator weaning & extubation protocols

In contrast to the plurality of VAP prevention trials that have failed to show significant impacts on patient outcomes, studies of ventilator weaning protocols have been strikingly successful in decreasing patients’ ventilator and ICU days. For example, Ely and colleagues showed that daily, structured evaluations of patients’ readiness to wean decreased the median duration of mechanical ventilation by 1.5 days compared with usual care [82]. Likewise, daily interruption in continuous infusion sedatives (titrated to patient wakefulness) shortened the median duration of mechanical ventilation by 2.4 days and the median intensive care length of stay by 3.5 days [83]. Combining these two interventions appears even more potent. Girard and colleagues found that the combination of daily assessment of readiness to wean and daily sedative interruption together versus daily assessment of readiness to wean alone reduced the median duration of mechanical ventilation by 3.1 days, intensive care length of stay by 3.8 days and hospital length of stay by 4.1 days [84]. Patients randomized to the combination arm may also have realized a mortality benefit, although this was not entirely clear as there was no difference between mortality rates at 28 days but there was a statistically significant reduction in mortality rates at 1 year.
Bundles
Quality-of-care proponents advocate combining multiple prevention measures into defined bundles. This not only makes them easier to ‘market’ to practitioners but may offer synergies beyond any one intervention alone or the simple sum of their components. Indeed, the study by Girard et al. showing an additive benefit to performing both daily assessment of readiness to wean and daily sedative interruption may hint at the benefit of combining multiple interventions [84]. There is no consensus on the ideal set of interventions to include in VAP prevention bundles [85–87]. Different institutions have developed their own protocols [15–21].

To date, there are no high-quality trials assessing the benefits of VAP prevention bundles [87]. Many institutions have reported dramatic decreases in VAP rates by implementing bundles but these studies all suffer significant methodological flaws, including lack of blinding and absence of concurrent control groups. Instead, these studies use their institutions’ historical VAP rates as the comparator. Without blinding (which may be impossible in these studies) and concurrent control groups, it is impossible to disassemble a bundle-specific effect from secular trends, concurrent interventions and subconscious measurement biases (the Hawthorne effect). The latter is a particular concern for VAP studies given the inherent subjectivity of the diagnostic definition [88]. Nonetheless, some institutions have not only reported decreases in VAP rates, but also decreases in ventilator days, intensive care length of stay and hospital length of stay compared with their historic rates [89–92]. One acute hospital trust has also reported a decrease in hospital mortality after implementing a global care improvement program incorporating eight care bundles targeting 13 high-morbidity diagnoses (but with insufficient data to assess the specific contribution of the ventilator bundle to their overall success) [93]. Definitive assessment of the benefit of bundles to improve outcomes for ventilated patients awaits a well-designed and controlled trial.

Expert commentary & five-year view
From the point of view of patient outcomes rather than changes in VAP rates, most extant VAP prevention measures have had disappointingly little impact. Studies investigating silver-coated endotracheal tubes, continuous aspiration of subglottic secretions and oral care with chlorhexidine have not shown an impact upon ventilator days, length of stay or mortality. Elevation of the head of the bed still awaits a large, well-organized trial to assess its true impact upon outcomes. Selective oral and digestive decontamination may well decrease mortality, but North American clinicians will likely need to see the results of the Dutch trial duplicated in their hospitals to reassure them that this strategy is generalizable to their institutions without exacerbating their higher baseline rates of multidrug-resistant flora.

The one consistently positive theme in trying to improve outcomes for ventilated patients is ventilator weaning protocols. These have repeatedly shown decreases in ventilator days, hospital days and perhaps even mortality. It is striking that weaning protocols have yielded significant results on these outcomes, despite studying relatively few patients, often far fewer than those enrolled in VAP prevention studies. On this basis, hospitals are well advised to make ventilator weaning protocols the bedrock upon which to build their VAP prevention programs.

The failure of many interventions to show an impact on patient outcomes does not preclude all possibility of benefit from these interventions. Many studies are simply underpowered to meaningfully assess outcomes, particularly mortality [94]. Assessing outcomes rather than VAP rates is a methodologically rigorous but more difficult standard for VAP prevention measures to meet. Very low VAP prevalence rates in most contemporary series limit studies’ power to detect impacts on outcomes since even large improvements for a tiny fraction of a population translate into minimal impacts for the population at large. Interventions that directly target VAP (such as continuous aspiration of subglottic secretions) rather than ventilator care in general (such as weaning protocols) suffer a disadvantage when evaluating outcomes since only a small target group of patients stand to benefit (i.e., those at highest risk for VAP). In some recent series, only 5% of patients ultimately developed VAP [59].

The difficulty in the assessment of VAP prevention measures using outcomes alone is one of many important arguments for a new measure for complications of mechanical ventilation that more tightly predicts patients’ outcomes in order to better assess quality of care and drive improvements for ventilated populations. Other interrelated arguments include the predilection for current VAP definitions to miss patients with true pneumonias, to mislabel patients with other benign and serious conditions as having pneumonia, and low VAP incidence rates in many contemporary series that make it a vanishing target upon which to focus care improvement programs.

A new measure should shift our emphasis from pneumonia in particular to complications of mechanical ventilation in general. Such a shift would have the advantage of simultaneously circumventing the inaccuracies of all extant VAP definitions and emphasizing the importance of preventing all complications of mechanical ventilation rather than just pneumonia alone. Approaches to surveillance using this rubric are under development [95]. If the field moves in this direction, we can expect augmented bundles in the future that will not only target pneumonia, but also pulmonary edema, atelectasis, barotrauma and thromboembolism.
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Key issues

- Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) is an important source of morbidity and mortality for ventilated patients.
- Clinical and microbiological assessment of VAP is frequently prone to both false-positive and false-negative diagnoses.
- There is circularity between the way VAP is measured and the way prevention measures target VAP – this makes it possible to decrease the apparent VAP rate without necessarily impacting clinically meaningful invasive disease.
- Difficulty interpreting changes in VAP rates compels one to look at patient outcomes rather than VAP rates to assess the impact of VAP prevention measures.
- Daily assessment of readiness to extubate and daily interruption of sedation consistently decrease patient’s ventilator days, hospital days and perhaps mortality. Ventilator weaning protocols should be the core constituent of hospitals’ VAP prevention programs.
- There is a paucity of studies assessing head-of-bed elevation; there appears to be a strong correlation between supine position, enteral feeding and aspiration pneumonia but insufficient data to assess the impact of head-of-bed elevation on patient outcomes.
- Continuous aspiration of subglottic secretions decreases VAP rates and antibiotic usage but does not improve patient outcomes.
- Selective oral and digestive decontamination regimens lower mortality but their applicability to settings with high endemic rates of antibiotic resistance is still questioned.
- Grouping prevention measures into ‘bundles’ has led to dramatic reductions in VAP rates and improved patient outcomes for some hospitals; however, no trial data to date include a concurrent control group to enable rigorous evaluation of the true impact of bundles.
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